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the 1st novel through the writer of The Godfather starts on the finish of worldwide battle II, as
Walter Mosca returns domestic from battle to an doubtful lifestyles as a civilian. He returns to
Germany to discover the lady he as soon as loved, and to construct a existence there, yet
succumbs to the corrupting affects of a malevolent time.
The was once a good read, yet it's not that i am relatively certain The Dark Arena why. not
anything large attention-grabbing particularly occurs (although there are a few moments). i love
Puzo yet it is not as if he writing kind is mesmerizing. this is often The Dark Arena certainly the
least attention-grabbing of all his books. there is no type of secretive plotting or manipulation or
whatever like what he writes so well. i discovered the entire characters beautiful not easy to
narrate to.Yet in some way I loved it, it by no means felt like a drag. I appeared ahead to
selecting it up back every time I placed it down, perhaps since it simply appeared transparent it
used to be stepping into a sad direction. or even since it jogged my memory a very good volume
of A Farewell to Arms. That comparability is a stretch for the reason that AFtA is among the
maximum books ever, however it had many of the related parts to the plot. i discovered Walter
Mosca to be The Dark Arena just like a lot of Hemingway's characters in that it truly is
challenging to get a feeling for what feelings they're particularly experiencing, you're compelled
to exploit their activities and their techniques to figure out the emotion of the character. I
additionally locate Camus's characters to be like that.Or possibly it was once simply because I
learn this ebook in the course of per week the place i'm operating from 8PM to 5AM and every
little thing is simply a bit off. It definitely turns out that method as I write this at 4:15 AM and am
evaluating a chief personality who's a dick and my least favourite of Puzo's books to
characters/books from one in all my absolute favourite authors.
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